
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 92, iss. 10, pp. 720 { 721 c 2010 November 25Towards a common origin of the elliptic ow, ridge and alignmentI.M.Dremin�1), V. T.Kim+1)�Lebedev Physical Institute of RAS, Moscow 119991, Russia+St. Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute of RAS, 188300 Gatchina, RussiaSubmitted 7 October 2010It is claimed that elliptic ow, ridge and alignment are e�ects of azimuthal asymmetry, which have acommon origin evolving with primary energy and stemming from the general structure of �eld-theoretical ma-trix elements. It interrelates a new ridge-phenomenon, recently found at the LHC and RHIC, with knowncoplanarity feature observed in collider jet physics as well as in cosmic ray studies.Azimuthal asymmetry of multiparticle production incollisions of hadrons and nuclei was noticed in many ex-periments at various energies. It got the names of ellipticow, ridge and alignment (or coplanarity).First it was measured in azimuthal distributions ofnuclear fragments at rather low energies of 2.5GeV and4.5GeV per nucleon in Berkeley and Dubna (see, e.g.,[1, 2]) when studying nuclei collisions with emulsion nu-clei. The positive values of the second Fourier coe�-cient of the series expansion of fragment distributions indi�erences of the azimuthal angles have been obtained.Namely this parameter was later used at the RHIC andcalled v2 or elliptic ow:Ed3Nd3p = 12� d2Ndy pT dpT �1 + 1Xn=1 2vn cos[n(��	r)]�;(1)where 	r de�nes the reaction plane.The azimuthal asymmetry of three-jet events wasalso observed in Sp�pS collider experiments [3].In principle, several other parameters may be usedto quantify the azimuthal asymmetry. In particular, inDubna experiments the azimuthal coplanarity was de-scribed by the coe�cient� = Pni>j cos 2(�i � �j)pn(n� 1) ; (2)where �i � �j denotes the di�erence between azimuthalangles of particles i and j.To describe the alignment phenomenon in cosmic raydata the coplanarity coe�cient was introduced [4]:�n = Pni 6=j 6=k cos 2�kijn(n� 1)(n� 2) ; (3)where �kij is the angle between the straight lines con-necting the ith and jth "particles" (cores) with the kthone.1)e-mail: dremin@td.lpi.ru, kim@pnpi.spb.ru

In emulsion experiments, particle distributions in anindividual event were often shown. Nowadays, experi-ments at the RHIC [5 { 7] and the LHC [8] provide re-sults in a form of the two-dimensional (��; ��) cor-relation plots and reveal the ridge phenomenon at largemultiplicities. Since the individual events have no de�-nite orientation in the azimuthal plane, in inclusive one-particle distributions there is no preferred direction. Itappears when the trigger azimuthal angle is �xed. Thusthe elongated individual events become oriented and theridge appears. Nevertheless, it is of the same nature aselliptic ow and alignment and all the above criteria maybe applied to quantify it.The problem of origin of all these e�ects is widelydebated now, see, e.g., [9 { 12]. We would like to no-tice that it may be ascribed to the general proper-ties of the quantum �eld processes. The matrix ele-ments of high energy processes are constructed in sucha way that incoming partons become more and morecoplanar with the outgoing partons [13, 14]. The keyrole in them is played by the propagators of exchangedpartons. The matrix elements are larger where theyare smaller. Considering the parton exchange in the(multi)peripheral (or multi-Regge) kinematics at veryhigh energies, where the exchanged partons form a string(ladder) with low transferred momenta, the dominantcontribution to the processes pA+pB ! k1+k2+k3+ :::with three, four, ... produced partons comes from thefactors 1=t1t2; 1=t1t2t3; ::: [15 { 20].For three produced partons this factor is merely1(1� cos �1)(1 + cos �2) ; (4)where �1 and �2 are polar angles to the collision axis.This factor is large if all three partons tend to be copla-nar with the collision axis.For four produced partons the factors adjacent to theends of the graph (1=t1 and 1=t3) are similar to the aboveexpressions, while the factor 1=t2 in between them is to720 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



Towards a common origin of the elliptic ow, ridge and alignment 721be considered separately. Then the following expressionappears in the denominatorpAk1(1� cos �1) + pAk2(1� cos �2)�� k1k2[1� cos(�1 � �2) ++ sin �1 sin �2(1� cos(�1 � �2))]: (5)It is clearly seen that the same tendency to coplanarity isobserved with small di�erences in polar and azimuthalangles between all the momentum vectors. Apparently,this asymptotic consideration with t-singularities shouldinclude phase space restrictions at �nite energies andlow-pt with account of �nite parton (jet) masses.In other words, topology of an inelastic event is ba-sically formed by the plane, de�ned by two �nal statepartons, while the other produced partons are either be-ing collinear to them or soft.Few comments are in order. The suggested pictureassumes that not all the produced partons are resolvedas (mini-)jets. Moreover, in semi-hard regime due to in-trinsic momenta of partons inside of colliding hadrons,outgoing partons may form only one-side jet-like struc-ture balanced by a back-to-back ridge, i. e., unlikehard scattering back-to-back picture the multi-partoncascades might have more \soft" topology. Also, theconsidered multi-parton �nal states can be related withhigh hadron multiplicities and it can cause the near-sidebumps in the ridge events after multiple parton rescat-terings.To conclude, a quantitative study of coplanarity in-duced by partonic matrix elements must be performedbefore di�erent models are proposed to explain the ob-served phenomena.We are grateful to V.B.Gavrilov, I.A.Golutvin andA.A.Vorobyovfor useful discussions. This work wassupported in parts by RFBR grants #09-02-0074, # 08-
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